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The submillimeter/terahertz (smm/thz) spectral region has played a major role in the development of important 
scientific disciplines, including interstellar astrophysics, upper atmosphere remote sensing, and physical chemistry.  
However, none of these are mass market, public applications.  There are two public applications that have long been 
recognized and demonstrated by use of the specialized technology that has been developed for the aforementioned 
scientific applications:  chemical sensors and imaging through obstructions.  With the rapid growth of the wireless 
community and its desire for ever more bandwidth, a public technology for smm/thz is beginning to emerge to support 
these public applications.  The development of a CMOS technology will greatly accelerate the movement of the smm/
thz into the mainstream.  The fundamental advantages of an electronic approach for these applications and examples 
of both the applications and the technology required to support them will be presented.  
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Overview 
The Gas Sensor (Imaging) Application 

 Background: Why has it taken so long?  Why is now the time? 
 The underlying physics   
 Consequences of the physics:  strengths, weaknesses, impact  on design strategy 

A Current Implementation 
 DARPA one cubic foot box 

Technical considerations for submillimeter sensors 
 The submillimeter technology 
 A small absorption is a large amount of power 
  New noise sources / Townes noise 
  Dynamic range issues 

Moving Forward with CMOS 
  The high frequency requirements 
  Frequency control and relation to cell phones 



A Small FTIR-
like Instrument? 



x3 mul'plier  x8 mul'plier W‐band amplifier 

AT THIS POINT IN TIME ‐‐ GAS ANALYSIS EMERGES FROM A CONFLUENCE OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY                       Physics Always Favorable (1955)                                                                               HP 40 GHz MW Spectrometer(1974) 

Microfabrica'on => small, inexpensive in quan'ty (2001)                                                   Enablers 

Growth in compu'ng power 
to handle informa'on 

Broadband wireless market 

CMOS? 



Spectroscopic and Analy'cal Background 

A Fast Scan Submillimeter Spectroscopic Technique, Rev. Scient. 
Instrum. 68, 1675‐1683 (1997). 

FASSST:  A 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Gas‐Phase Analy=cal 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70, 719A‐727A 
(1998). 

Fast analysis 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in the submillimeter/terahertz with 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Appl. Phys. Lec. 86, 154105 (2005). 

Chemical analysis in the 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spectral 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with a 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Analyst 131, 1299‐1307 (2006). 

A new approach to astrophysical spectra:  The complete experimental 
spectrum of ethyl cyanide (CH3CH2CN) between 570 and 645 GHz, 
Astrophysical Journal 714, 476 ‐ 486 (2010) 

Submillimeter spectroscopy for chemical analysis with absolute 
specificity, I. R. Medvdev, C. F. Neese, G. M. Plummer, and F. C. De 
Lucia,  Opt. Lec. 35, 1533 ‐ 1535 (2010). 



Sub‐Millimeter Spectroscopy Introduc'on 

Technique ideal for gas phase 
detec'on 

–  High specificity 

–  High sensi'vity 

–  Low false alarm rate 

–  Fast measurement and 
analysis 

–  Broad range of analytes 

–  Small, low power technology 

• High resolu'on SMM spectroscopy exploits rota'onal transi'ons of molecules 
• 100 000 resolu'on elements and complex thermally excited signature provides  
‘absolute’ specificity 

Rapid technology  commercializa'on in the MM/SMM makes this long held 
promise a prac'cal founda'on for a en'rely new sensor approach 



Spectrum of a Mixture of 20 Gases 

Three seconds of data acquisi'on expands to 1 kilometer 
 at scale of lower panel 

Spectral Brightness 
Spectral Purity 

Absolute Frequency Calibra'on 
Frequency Agility 



Consequences of the Physics 

Op'mum pressure is ~ 10‐5 atmospheres (Doppler) and sample is sta'c 
  => very small sample requirements 
  => sampling volumes for large preconcentra'on gains are small ( 1 liter STP gives 105 gain) 
  => vacuum requirement greater than in IR/Op 
  => atmospheric clucer limit ~1 ppt (aided by spectroscopic specifics as well) 

Electronic sources are essen'ally delta func'ons, even in Doppler limit 

Small Power provides very high brightness (1 mW in 1 MHz corresponds to 1014 K) 
 => path to very small an inexpensive technology 

Spectral density strong func'on of molecular size 
 =>  large molecule limit  



Current System 

Some power is missing from this roll-up 



An implementation as a point in trade space 

1 Cubic Foot Package 

Demonstrated that atmospheric 
clucer insignificant 

‘absolute’ specificity on mixture of 32 

2 ppt sensi'vity demonstrated on one gas 



Results of Numerical Analysis 



HCl 

Broad Coverage of TIC Gases 



Simultaneous Recovery with 
 ‘Absolute Specificity’ in Mixture 



How are the requirements for an 
absorption spectrometer different 
from those of a network analyzer? 

Previously discussed: 
   frequency agility 
   software strategy 
   spectral recognition 

To follow: 
   noise 
   dynamic range 



Small Absorption vs. Small Signals 
Special Considerations for System Design 

(How do we differ from a network analyzer?) 

1.  There are new fundamental noise sources that are typically 
orders of magnitude greater than the receiver noise (a 105 effect). 

2.  There are systematic non-white noise sources resulting from 
standing waves that need to be suppressed and signal processing 
schemes based on the narrowness of the spectral lines 
implemented (a 106 effect). 

3.  Strategies need to be implemented so that excessive digitization 
are not required to recover 10-7 fractional absorptions. 

4.  Fundamental misconceptions about white noise in the 
submillimeter exist (a 1010 effect). 



Townes Noise in Absorption 
Spectrometers 

Assume that we have a probe power (carrier) of Pp.  Then in a waveguide of 
impedance Z, the voltage associated with this probe power is 

Similarly, the noise voltage associated with the thermal radiation is 

The net power flow is then 

Because Pp is typically many orders of magnitude greater than the thermal 
power, the cross term dominates the noise in a system designed to observe 
a small change in Pp. 

€ 

V = 2ZPp

€ 

ΔV = 4ZkTΔν

€ 

V ± ΔV( )2

2Z
= Pp ± 2 2kTΔνPp + 2kTΔν

Townes Noise 



System Numbers 

For a receiver noise temperature TN = 3000 K and b = B = 106 Hz, PN = 5 x 10‐14 W.  

If we have a carrier power of Pc = 1 mW, we must also consider the noise  associated with the 
adding of the blackbody noise voltage with the carrier.   
For this case  

This is about five orders of magnitude above the receiver noise. 

The system S/N is then 

This is the impact of the so called ‘Townes Noise’. 

Impact is only large when we are looking to detect a small change in a large Pc 

€ 

′ P n ≈ kTΔνPc = (5 ×10−14 )(10−3) ≈10−8W

€ 

S /N =
Pc

′ P N
~ 10

−3W
10−8W

~ 105

€ 

Pc
PN
~ 1010

Five  
Orders of 
Magnitude 



The THz is VERY Quiet even for CW 
Systems in Harsh Environments 

Experiment:  SiO vapor at 
~1700 K 

All noise from 1.6 K 
detector systemm 

1010 Misconcep'on 



Cell Phone Architecture and Gas Sensors 
Conceptually Multiply or Up/Down Convert  
Cell Phone Technology to 200 – 300 GHz 

Synthesizer 
Spectral Purity 
Frequency Sweep and Agility 
FM modulation 

IF amplifier 
Bandwidth 1 – 10 MHz 
Phase sensitive demodulation at FM modulation frequency 
Dynamic range 





Current System-relation to cell phone 

Gas Sensor Requirements 
   Synthesizer for both transmitter and receiver 
   Modulation for transmitter 
   IF strip with LNA for receiver 
   Demodulation as part of the detection process 
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Dynamic Range 

The problem:  detect a molecular absorption of width 1 MHz that is 1/107 of 
total power against a baseline that varies by 1/10 over 500 MHz and 1/1.5 
over 10 GHz 

Strategy 1:  Use ‘AC’ coupling to roll of the more slowly varying baseline. 

Strategy 2:  Use FM modulation f at ~50 kHz with a deviation of ~1 MHz that 
modulated the narrow line, but not the broader baseline features. 

Specific Implementation:  Modest IF gain, followed by detector, followed by 
narrow band amplifier at f  or 2f. 



Dynamic Range 



•  Dominates a significant por'on of spectroscopic sensor space 

•   Absolute specificity 
•   Extremely small samples with good sensi'vity 
•   Favorable trades of sensi'vity for speed (agility of electronic synthesis) 

•  Clear path to small and inexpensive implementa'ons 

•   Electronic synthesis 
•   Wireless technology and CMOS  
•   Small sample requirements allow less elaborate vacuum systems 

• Challenges and opportuni'es 

•   Limits on applicability to larger molecules – unclear bounds 
•   Vacuum strategies 
•   Not a mature technique 
•   Significant up side poten'al – fundamental limits very favorable 
•   S'll a steep curve between proven capability and research effort (good? bad?) 

Submillimeter Sensors of Sta'c Samples Summary 


